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Narrow AI
Doing one task, without the 
ability to generalize

General AI
Doing any logical task, using 

reasoning and intuition

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But all that, as impressive as it is, is just Narrow AI: it can perform one task better than human but that’s itWe are nowhere near AGIHence, the issue is not AGI, it’s NAIWe won’t get to AGI if we don’t solve the problem of NAI in the next decade, as it will already have destroyed society



Presenter
Presentation Notes
To give you an idea of horizontal intelligence at work, here is an autonomous car trap, created by artist James Bridlethe car enters the circle, as it sees a dotted linebut once it’s in, it can’t get out because it can’t cross the solid linethe reason this happens is because the car is incapable of second degree thinking, and thus cannot realize this is clearly an absurd jokeit followed the rules it learned, without any ability to put it in perspective or go beyond it aloneso until we somehow figure out General AI, we can be confident that we can always trick the machines!





Weather in London
Action Location



Find me an Italian near my Airbnb in London
Action Place Type

Foursquare

?





Find me an Italian near my Airbnb in London
Action Place Type Location Provider City

45 Old Street

Address

Airbnb Emails in LondonFoursquare
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